EVERYTHING A DBA SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT TCPIP NETWORKS
Chen (Gwen) Shapira,HP Software-as-a-Service
1. TCP/IP Problems that DBAs Can Face
In this paper I’ll discuss some of the network problems that I’ve encountered in my job as a DBA. I will give some
background about each problem, explain the techniques and tools I’ve used to debug and solve the problem and in the
process I will also explain some necessary parts of how TCP works. I’ve attempted to keep the paper practical and therefore
left out a lot of theory. I did give reference to places where more background information is given.
The problems I’ll discuss are:
1.
2.
3.

On a RAC system, a client occasionally fails to connect with ORA-12545 error.
Users complain that a long running batch job never finishes running, or just quits in the middle.
Application needs to read large amounts of data off the database. Can we reduce the time spent on network delays?
And what’s all this talk about SDU and MTU?
4. Redo logs need to be shipped to a remote disaster recovery site. Can we anticipate in advance how long the data
shipping will take? Are there ways to make it faster?
Obviously these are not the only problems that DBAs are likely to encounter. In my experience they are common, they
represent a larger class of problems and they allow me to demonstrate a wide range of tools and techniques.
Note that I am assuming quite a bit of prior knowledge of networks. I assume some familiarity with Ethernet, knowledge of
what is a router and what is a firewall. I am assuming that the reader knows what is the IP protocol, what is a packet, what is
TCP and what is a connection. I explain some of the more advanced issues, but if you don’t know what is a packet and what
is the difference between TCP and UDP, I suggest reading an introductory text. Perhaps this one:
http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/~ih/doc/pc_conn/tcpip/intro/intro2.html
Before we start discussing the problems, allow me to introduce the most useful network troubleshooting tools.

2. Wireshark and TCPDump – Network Tracing and Packet Sniffing
Wireshark is an open-source GUI tool used to troubleshoot network issues. It is multi-platform and can be used on the
different Unixes, Windows and even Mac.
TCPDump is a command line packet analyzer that exists for most Unix systems. Since it is a command line tool, it is often
more convenient to use when we want to capture network traffic on a server environment. Wireshark can later be used to
view and analyze the results of a network capture taken by TCP Dump. Note that capturing TCP traffic on the server will
require root access.
Both these tools are the most important tools in your toolkit when it comes to troubleshooting network issues. The main
reason is that they show you exactly what is going on at the network level. Oracle does not do a good job of accounting for
time spent in the network, and it will not report even serious network issues such as frequently lost packets in a way that can
be understood and solved. Looking at the network traffic and seeing exactly what the client and the server are sending each
other and when eliminates a lot of uncertainty and guesswork.
Having a good network capture also generates a much clearer discussion around network problems. I’ve had users complain
about problems connecting to the database and sending me a TNSNAMES.ora entry that looked perfectly good. When I
asked them to capture their connection attempt and send it to me, I discovered that they were attempting to connect to a
completely different location. Having the real data instead of a guess can save hours of troubleshooting. Another benefit of
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having a good capture is that network administrators take captures seriously and will act on evidence of retransmits and lost
packets much faster than they would to complaints of “slow network”.
Explaining how to use Wireshark is beyond the scope of this paper. I give few examples below, but beyond that, the
documentation on http://wiki.wireshark.org/ is excellent.
And now we can continue on to troubleshooting.

3. On a RAC system, a client occasionally fails to connect with ORA12545 error.
Symptoms:
Usually happens on a new RAC environment, or new clients connecting to an existing RAC environment. Everything looks
configured correctly from the server, but some or all of the clients occasionally fail to connect with ORA-12545 error. The
client that fails to connect usually succeeds on a retry, making the problem more confusing.

Debugging:
Start by verifying that the client can connect to each RAC instance separately, as if it was its own database server. If
connectivity to one of the RAC nodes fails consistently, you will have to debug connectivity to this node separately. [1]
For now, we’ll assume now that connectivity to each node works perfectly, yet connecting to the RAC services sometimes
fails. This calls for taking a deeper look at what happens that causes the connection to fail.
Start Wireshark and start capturing traffic. It will be easier if we set filters to only capture traffic going to port 1521.
Note that if you know you are going to capture large amounts of data, you can also configure capture to use multiple files,
use the files as a ring buffer (overriding older data with newer data after the available space has been used) or to stop capture
automatically after a specific amount of data was captured. This was it is safe to leave capture running overnight, knowing
that you will not run into diskspace issues on the device.
It is also useful to keep in mind that it is probably better to capture too much information than too little – if you captured too
much data you can filter it farther on the display and analysis level, while if you missed important information a new
recording will be needed to retrieve it.
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Here is what the capture configuration screen looks like:

Configuring port
filters for capture
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Here is what the results of the capture looked like:

As you can see in the capture file, the original connection to the listener has succeeded. The listener then replied with a
redirect to the specific node that it wanted the client to connect to (line 8 contains the redirect and the following line contains
the redirect instructions). The client attempted to follow the redirect, but the server name included in the redirect information
was not a name known to the client and therefore the new connection failed, resulting in an error.
When capturing multiple connections in the same file, it is possible to “zoom” in to one of the connections by selecting one
of the packets, right clicking and selecting “follow TCP stream”. This has the effect of filtering just one connection attempt
(uniquely identified by source host and port and target host and port) and it will also display the plain text communication in
a separate screen, allowing to view the exact redirect instructions and later on the exact queries sent from the client and the
replies sent from the server.
Here is what the redirect instructions contained:
(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=ppmdb03n2vip.infra.mms)(PORT=1521))).(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST=ppmdb03n1)(PORT=1521))(LOAD_BAL
ANCE=yes)(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVER=DEDICATED)(SERVICE_NAME=ITG03)(CID=(PROGRAM=C:\app\shapirac\product\11
.1.0\db_1\BIN\sqlplus.exe)(HOST=CSHAPIRA3)(USER=shapirac))(INSTANCE_NAME=ITG032)))

Following the redirect, the client attempted to connect to host ppmdb03n2-vip.infra.mms, which could not be resolved.
We can compare this to a connection that did resolve successfully:
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Here we can see that immediately following the redirect (lines 8 and 9) the old connection to server 192.168.56.67 was
closed and a new connection was opened to 192.168.56.69 – the second node of the RAC., showing that the redirect was
successful.

Solution:
The server name that the listener sends to the client in the redirect command is taken from the LOCAL_LISTENER
parameter. The LOCAL_LISTENER parameter for each node contains a name of an entry in TNSNAMES.ORA and this
entry is the details that will be sent to the client when it is redirected to that specific node.
One possibility is that the LOCAL_LISTENER is not configured or is configured with the wrong TNSNAME entry – one
that contains the local name of the host instead of a name recognized by the DNS. In this case, the LOCAL_LISTENER
parameter should be fixed [2].
Another possibility is that the LOCAL_LISTENER is configured correctly but the client is still not aware of the hostname
included in the redirect instructions. This could be a problem with the DNS configuration on the client side. This can be fixed
by adding the correct name and address to the local host file on the client, or asking the network admin for a DNS solution.
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4. Users complain that a long running batch job never finishes running
Symptoms
Users complained that a long running batch job, one that normally takes few hours to complete now never finishes running.
From SQL Plus it looks like the last function that was called continues running forever, never returning a reply.
If the code is instrumented to write its process to a log table we can see the last call that was finished successfully, we can see
that the next call never ran and we can also see that the exception code never ran – ruling out any errors that could cause the
job to stop in the middle.
When we try to trace the process from the server side, we can see that the code ran successfully until the end of the function.
From the client side it looks like the server never returns with a reply. From the server side it looks like everything ran
successfully. What is going on?

Debugging
When the question is “What is really going on?” in a communication related context, the first answer should always be “Use
Wireshark to see exactly what is going on”. We can build many theories of what could happen, but Wireshark can shows us
what happens packet by packet – eliminating the need for guess work.
In this case we can start capturing traffic from the client before starting the job. We can also simultaneously capture traffic on
the server side using TCPDump, so we can compare what is going on between the client and the server.
tcpdump \( host 16.89.210.168 \) and tcp port 1521 -s0 -w server_wait_disc.cap

This runs tcp dump, capturing traffic to a specific client (my machine in this case) or a specific port (1521). The flag –s0 is
very important – it means tcpdump should capture the entire packet instead of cutting it them off after a specific size was
passed. The last flag, -w, tells tcpdump in which file to write the captured packets, by defaults they are sent to stdout.
We’ll start by looking at the client side of things:

From the client side, things are very simple – a request what sent to the server at 19:35, the server replied and the client
acknowledged the reply. Few hours later when we attempted to send another request to the server, we received a reset.
SQLPLUS will show:
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ERROR at line 1:
ORA-03135: connection lost contact
Process ID: 0
Session ID: 196 Serial number: 200

From the server side, things look a bit different. It received the reply and started working on it. 2 hours later, the TCP Socket
on the server side started sending keep-alive packets to the client. Packets that were never received by the client! After
received no reply for multiple keep-alive requests, the server OS decided that the client is likely dead and closed the
connection. When the database finished running the function, the connection was already closed. The database assumed that
the client disconnected while it was busy, rolled back the last transaction and closed the session.

Solution
The likely root cause for the problem is that there is a firewall between the client and the server and that this firewall has a
timeout on connections. After a long delay passes from the last client request, the firewall will no longer pass messages from
the server and this way the TCP Keep-alive messages are lost and the connection is closed prematurely.
One solution would be to use the two captures we’ve gathered to explain to the network admin our problem and ask for
longer firewall timeouts. Any timeout of longer than 2 hours will allow the TCP Keepalives to go through and maintain the
connection.
Another solution will be to modify kernel parameter net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time to a value lower than the firewall timeout
values. This should give the TCP keepalive a chance to keep the connection alive.
A third solution can be to use SQLNET keep-alive parameter SQLNET.EXPIRE_TIME that allows Oracle to send its own
keep-alive probes from the server to the client, normally sent every 10 minutes. These probes will also keep the connection a
live and not allow the firewall to disconnect it.
Beyond the scope of this specific story, keep in mind that network traffic goes through a large number of network devices –
switches, routers, NATs and firewalls; each of them can be mis-configured and cause problems. Capturing traffic from both
ends of the connection is an excellent way to open a discussion with the network admin about network problems you are
seeing – even if you cannot know exactly which device is causing the problem and how, having a proof of an issue goes a
long way.
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5. Application needs to read large amounts of data off the database. Can
we reduce the time spent on network delays?
Symptoms:
For some reason, our application needs to read very large amounts of data from the database - maybe a table with many rows,
or rows with very large average row size. We tuned everything we could on the application side and the database side, but it
looks like a lot of time is being spent moving the data over the network. Is there anything that can be done?

Debugging:
We’ll start by assuming that we are talking about a LAN and that the latency between the client and server is very low. If you
are talking about an application that is physically remote from the database and there is a lot of latency involved, I’ll offer
some advice in the next section. You can check the latency by running a simple tnsping from the application to the database –
I’m talking about a situation where it takes 20ms to reply.
The first to do when trying to speed up a query is to look at wait events – where Oracle says that time is being spent. Since
we are looking at the network, we need to make sure we understand the network related wait events:
The most common events will be:
SQL*Net message to client:
This event measures the time it took Oracle to put its data on the TCP stack of the server. Normally this takes milliseconds
since its all local activity; nothing was done on the network yet. If you do see a significant amount of time spent here, it
means that the TCP stack of the OS refuses to receive more data from Oracle – possibly because it did not yet receive ACKs
from the client that the data was received. This can indicate a serious network issue and it is time to take out Wireshark and
have a serious discussion with your network admin.
SQL*Net message from client
If the network is a bottleneck in the performance of a report, most of the time will be spent here. The only problem here is
that this includes not only time spent in the network, but also time spent by the application before it responded to the DB.
This is why DBAs traditionally know to ignore this event – because we don’t want to waste time debugging application
delays. Before you assume that this event indicates a network delay, you want to make sure that the application responded in
a timely manner. Wireshark capture on the application side can be useful here.
SQL*Net more data to client
This indicates that Oracle attempted to send more data to the client in one call than fits in one buffer. This event rarely takes a
significant amount of time.
There are also a number of statistics that are worth looking at:
Bytes sent via SQL*Net to client
This is the total amount of data sent by the server to the client. One of the first things to do when you suspect a network delay
in sending data to the application is tell your network admin “Sending 1500K of data took 30 seconds. Does this make sense
for our network?” and after a while you’ll know the rough numbers yourself. There is no point in tuning performance for
something that already shows perfectly reasonable performance.
SQL*Net roundtrips to/from client
This is the number of times the client had to go back and request more data from the server. This is one of our prime tuning
candidates.
Now that we know where time is spent, it is time to see what we can tune.
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Solutions
The first and in my opinion that most useful part to tune, is the number of round-trips from the client to the server. The client
normally requests a specific number of rows from the server; it processes them and goes back for more. If you need to read
200,000 rows from the server, asking for 10 rows (common JDBC default), processing them and asking for ten more will be
terribly inefficient. If you know you’ll need to read a large number of rows, configure your application to read in larger
batches. The parameter you need to tune is “arraysize” for sqlplus and “setFetchSize” for JDBC.
How high do you want to set the fetch size? I did not find any best practices for this. It is always preferred that you test
several sizes and see what works best for your application. I recommend setting it to get as many rows as possible
considering the amount of memory you have to spare for the data. I can’t see any downside for fetching too many rows at
once if you have memory to store them.

The second and somewhat less likely place to tune is the SDU size. SDU is the size of the buffer Oracle uses to store data
before sending it through the network. The default size is 8K at 11gR2 and you can set it as high as 32K. If your SDU is 2K
and you are fetching a 4k row, Oracle will fill the buffer and start a new one. You’ll see “SQL*NET More Data to Client”
event accounting for the second buffer.
There is a lot of advice going around for how to tune the SDU size, which is pretty amazing considering that no one showed
significant performance improvements from tuning it.
Here is some of the advice:
•

“If sufficient memory is available, using the maximum value for the SDU will minimize the number of system calls
and overhead for Oracle Net Services.” [3]
This advice from Oracle seems to indicate that on a server with plenty of memory setting the default SDU to 32K
will cause no harm and may do some good. Note that you will need extra 24K of RAM per client connection if you
choose to do this. This advice was also repeated by Tanel Poder in his blog. [4]

•

“Ideally, SDU should not surpass the size of the maximum transmission unit (MTU).” [5]
Note that MTU on most networks is 1500bytes (you can check yours with ifconfig), which means that each packet
will contain 1500bytes of data, actually a bit less if you consider packet headers and such. Even on older Oracle
versions SDU size was 2k which is already larger than MTU size, which means that in any case once Oracle fills the
buffer and sends it, it will be split into smaller 1500byte packets by the network layer. I believe that this advice is a
result of confusion between the overheads caused by Oracle creating new buffers and the overhead caused by TCP
network creating new packets.

•

There is a somewhat old but very scientific and very detailed article by Sun which explains how to size the SDU to
minimize the amount of packet splitting that will be done by the OS. [6]
Since we are discussing a low latency network, I would not worry about optimizing for the number of packets sent –
it will not have any effect on performance. If you are worried about number of packets sent – setting the SDU size to
be a multiple of the MTU size minus the packet overheads will be a good idea.
Note that the Sun article did report significant performance gains from tuning the SDU, but they only tested very
small SDU sizes. There is no indication that changing the default from 8k to 32k is helpful.

•

The best tuning advice was given by Tom Kyte: “What you have to ask is "is the amount of data divided by 24
seconds giving me a reasonable throughput rate -- what is the amount of data transmitted per second there". If you
are getting what seems to be a reasonable rate already, you are done. If not, then we can look at a adjusting network
settings.” [7]

To conclude the review of advice – There is very little proof that fiddling with the SDU size brings any performance benefit.
If you want to check whether changing the SDU can help your application then you can set it to the maximum and minimize
the number of context switches that Oracle will encounter or you can set it to a multiple of the MTU and minimize the
number of packets you will have to send.
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6. Redo logs need to be shipped to a remote disaster recovery site. Can
we anticipate in advance how long the data shipping will take? Are
there ways to make it faster?
Symptoms:
In this case, we are looking at a situation where network latency is significant. Perhaps something like 500ms – 50 times the
latency of the local network we were previously discussing. Note that when transferring data over the WAN we expect not
just high latency but also more errors – missing and out of order packets can be expected to occur with some regularity.
We’ll start by calculating the maximum rate in which data can be sent over our link. This requires asking your network
manager for the expected bandwidth for the connection. You want a number in Mbits per second. You may have to explain to
the network manager that you are interested in the theoretical capacity, that he won’t be held to that number and that you
know that in reality you will see lower throughput. I’ll explain why in a minute.
Suppose that the network admin confessed to having an OC3 line to the DR site, with the theoretical capacity of 155Mb/s.
This means that if our server generates 70Gbytes (155*60*60/8) of redo every hour than we our out of the game – there is no
way we can get our line to carry our redo on time to the DR site. Knowing some queuing theory we know that we don’t want
to go over 75% utilization – because then we will not have any way to recover from backlogs that may occur if for one hour
we generate more redo than expected, so on an OC3 line we probably want to limit ourselves to around 50Gbytes per hour.
What if we have less than that, can we be sure we’ll make it? Well, that’s easy – try copying an hour worth of redo to the
remote site and check how fast this happens. Note that if you are planning to use DataGuard, use Oracle file transfer for the
test – other utilities such as SCP change lots of network parameters and you may get unrealistic result.
If you are happy with the results (i.e. you finish in less than 45 minutes) than you are doing great, go tune something else. But
what if you only generate 2Gbytes of data every hour and it takes the entire hour to copy them over a line with a much larger
theoretical capacity?

Debugging:
Start by talking to your network administrator and ask him to measure line utilization while you are copying the data. It is
obvious that you are not getting full line utilization, so either someone else is using the line and not letting you get full
bandwidth or the line is not fully utilized.
If someone else is using the line then you can either get the network admin to stop him, if copying the redo logs fast is critical
enough, or you may have to resign yourself to the realities of a shared line.
But it is quite likely that the network admin will say that the line is not fully utilized and that you are only using 30% of its
capacity.
The mission now is to get more utilization out of the line.

Solution:
The key to understanding the reason we are not using the entire line is to understand how TCP thinks.
TCP attempts to create a reliable network line where the network is in fact unreliable. To do this, the server tracks the data it
sends and it expects the client to acknowledge the data it received. If the client does not acknowledge the data, the server will
send it again.
As we discussed in the previous section, a packet of data contains 1500bytes. Since on our WAN we have a round trip time
of 500ms, if we waited for the client to acknowledge every packet before we send the next, we could only send 3k every
second. We are trying to send 155Mb every second.
It should be obvious from this small example that the way to get more utilization out of the line is to send more packets
before we receive acknowledgement for them.
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The amount of data we need to have “in flight” in order to fully utilize the line is also known as “Bandwidth Delay Product”
– the number of Mbs per second times the network delay. In our case:
155Mb/s *500ms = 155000 bits/s * 0.5s = 77500 bits = 9.6Mbytes
So we need 9.6Mbytes of data in the air at any given moment in order to fully utilize the line. The way to achieve this is to
configure Linux to allow 9.6Mbytes of data to go without ACKs before it stops sending more data.
The way to configure that is using the kernel parameters:
net.core.wmem_max and net.core.wmem_default will control the maximum and default number of bytes the kernel will allow
sending without ACKs. You want to set this parameter to 9.6MB at the server side.
net.core.rmem_max and net.core.rmem_default controls the maximum and default number of bytes the client will tell the
server it can receive before it will start sending an ACK – you need to set this on the receiving side.
When installing Oracle, you normally configure these parameters to 262K. Note that when you increase this number it will
increase the amount of memory each connection will take accordingly – Linux needs space to keep all the data that was sent
but not acknowledged, in case it needs to retransmit it.
Oracle discusses tuning of these network parameters in the documentation [8], in SQLNET these parameters are called
SEND_BUF_SIZE and REC_BUF_SIZE. Note though that tuning these parameters in SQLNET without increasing the OS
maximum in the kernel is not very useful.
Also important to note that increasing the buffer size does not guarantee that a buffer of this size will really be used!
Ultimately TCP decides how much “in flight” data is safe according to its own algorithms, and it is quite conservative.
You can expect each connection to start with a small window of “in flight” data, this window will grow as more data is
acknowledged and the OS decides that the line is reliable. If packets are suddenly lost and retransmits are necessary then the
window size will drop and will start growing slowly again. The rule is that window size grows linearly but it drops
exponentially when there are problems.
Keep in mind that if you are at the point where you tune TCP windows to get more throughput from a WAN line, you may
also consider purchasing a WAN accelerator – a network device that uses a number of mechanisms including caching,
compression and fake ACKs to make large transfers over a WAN more efficient.
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7. Conclusions
DBAs often have to work outside their area of expertise in order to do their work. While most organizations employ a full
time network admin whose job is to solve network problems. In reality, network administrators are just as busy as DBAs and
without conclusive proof that there is a problem and that the problem is really network related, the network administrator
may be reluctant to get involved.

In this paper we went over four common network problems that DBAs can encounter and how with one simple tool, few
tunable parameters and a little knowledge of networks the DBA can make significant discoveries and improve
communication with the network admin.
You hopefully learned:
•

How Wireshark can be used to definitively troubleshoot a connectivity issue avoiding possible guesses and
misunderstandings.

•

How capturing network traffic from both sides of a connection can be useful in troubleshooting network problems
caused by third party devices.

•

Common ways of making data transfers more efficient over the LAN and which ways do or do not work.

•

How to make better use of WAN lines and in the process you also learned a bit about TCP sliding windows
mechanism.
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